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NEW QUESTION: 1
What doctrine causes a party to relinquish rights under a
contract because it knowingly fails to execute those rights?
A. Material breach
B. Assignment of claims
C. Waiver
D. Warranties
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

Under the doctrine of waiver, a party can relinquish rights
that it otherwise has under the contract. If the seller offers
incomplete, defective, or late performance, and the buyer's
project manager knowingly accepts that performance, the buyer
has waived its right to strict performance. In some
circumstances, the party at fault may remain liable for
provable damages, but the waiver will prevent the buyer from
claiming a material breach and, thus, from terminating the
contract.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two commands must you use to configure a GRE tunnel with
IPsec? (Choose two.)
A. tunnel key
B. ip tcp adjust-mss
C. ip mtu
D. ip unnumbered
E. mpls mtu
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A service provider is running BGP with clients at the edge of
the network. The service provider sees that routing updates
from one site are being dropped when the other site receives
them. Which feature fixes this issue?
A. allow-AS in
B. AS-override
C. inter-AS peering
D. EBGP multihop
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two characteristics are components of mobility anchoring?
(Choose two.)
A. Client traffic is tunneled to predefined WLC(s).
B. It is enabled as a global setting.
C. Only one mobility anchor is allowed per WLAN.
D. It acts as master controller for a mobility group.
E. It is enabled on a per WLAN basis.
Answer: A,E
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